2sms Voice Cloud
Cost effective, collaborative communication
cutting phone costs by up to 50%
Sound familiar? You are growing, yet growth brings more sophisticated
requirements for your phone system. More users, some remote, some mobile,
some on the road.
What if you could simply replace your existing phone system with a cost
effective communication platform, payable on a per-user subscription basis?
Cost Effective: As a cloud based solution, costs are halved by:
No upfront infrastructure or investment costs
No landline / ISDN or hardware rental fees
No phone system hardware to maintain and power
Collaborative: No matter how virtual you are, colleagues
still need to instantaneously meet, edit and agree on
actions. 2SMS Voice Cloud supports this by:
Click-to-dial
Presence awareness
Conference calling
Screen sharing
Meeting transcriptions
Geo-location mapping
Case study:
The product saved 2sms money; that is why we are selling the service.
As 2sms grew, we found that one of our highest overheads were our phone costs. In installing
2sms Voice, monthly overheads for line rental and call charges dropped from £1,000 pcm to
£300 and we are still able to continue using our familiar Avaya IP Office equipment.
“The cost savings were so significant for us, we decided to sell the product!” says Tim
King, CEO of 2sms. “2sms Voice Cloud was born.”
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2sms Voice Cloud

Communication: Communicate via any device in any location,
SMS
Instant message
Skype or landline / mobile call
Email
Manage contacts and calendars
Voicemail transcription
Call forwarding
Remote access
24 x 7 support
9 languages
Seamless: As with most intuitive Cloud solutions, there is no need to migrate
and launch the new system. No downtime for system launch or training.
Continue with your existing phone numbers
Utilise existing hardware such as VOIP headsets
Continue with existing devices: handsets, tablets, laptops, smartphones
Continue with familiar interfaces: Skype
Pricing:
£10 per user per month
Inter-company calls: free, independent of geographical location
External calls: low rates with UK mobiles at only 2.8p per minute
This is a comprehensive solution for any corporate looking to find cost savings
while enhancing employee productivity with leading collaboration tools
delivered via one communication platform.
We did it at 2sms, we loved it, we saved money, and now we sell it.
Call us now to learn more!
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